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We theoretically investigate thermal conductivity in silicon nanomeshes using Monte Carlo

simulations of phonon transport. Silicon membranes of 100 nm thickness with randomly located

pores of 50 nm diameter are considered. The effects of material porosity and pore surface roughness

are examined. Nanomesh porosity is found to have a strong detrimental effect on thermal

conductivity. At room temperature, a porosity of 50% results in �80% reduction in thermal

conductivity. Boundary roughness scattering further degrades thermal conductivity, but its effect is

weaker. Thermal transport can additionally be affected by the specific arrangement of the pores along

the transport direction. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4879242]

I. INTRODUCTION

Nanoporous membranes made of single-crystalline Si,

also referred to as nanomeshes, are promising candidates for

thermoelectric materials due to their extremely low thermal

conductivity jl, relatively high thermoelectric power factor,

and structure stability that other nanostructured or

low-dimensional systems lack.1–3 The structure consists of a

crystalline Si membrane, usually built on an SOI wafer that

includes pores of a certain diameter, pitch, and porosity, either

in ordered arrays,1–3 or disordered.4 The feature sizes range

from 10 to a few 100 s of nanometers. Yu et al., for example,

demonstrated nanomesh structures with large areal footprint

of 100 lm2 with pores of a period of 34 nm and diameters of

11 nm and 16 nm in a 22 nm thin crystalline Si film on an SOI

wafer.1 Tang et al.2 have fabricated a highly dense hexagonal

pore pattern of pitch down to 55 nm with 35% porosity. Both

works reported thermal conductivities of 1–2 W/mK, which is

two orders of magnitude smaller than the bulk Si value, close

to the amorphous silica limit. Similar numbers have also been

reported for sintered porous films.4 Hopkins et al.3 demon-

strated even larger footprints, of the order of 10 000 lm2, but

with holes of diameters 300 nm–400nm and spacing of

500 nm–800nm, and also reported very low thermal conduc-

tivities. With respect to their thermoelectric performance, a

ZT value of 0.4 was reported at 300 K, a large increase com-

pared to the silicon bulk value ZTbulk� 0.01, and one of the

best values reported for Si.2 Such ZT values are very compara-

ble to those reported for Si nanowires in Refs. 5 and 6.

Nanomeshes, however, are advantageous in terms of mechani-

cal stability and the feasibility of large scale production from

a manufacturing point of view.7

In such geometries, phonons encounter enhanced bound-

ary scattering on the nanopore sidewalls, which results in the

extremely low thermal conductivities observed. This was also

shown theoretically for Si as well as SiGe periodic nano-

meshes with small pore diameters up to 3 nm using molecular

dynamics simulations.8–10 For larger pores with diameters of

tens to hundreds of nanometers, several works use continuum

analytical models, or the Boltzmann Transport Equation

(BTE) for phonon transport assuming a periodic structure,

which simplify the simulation complexity significantly.11–15

Another approach to study thermal transport in such

materials is to numerically solve the BTE for phonons using

the Monte Carlo (MC) method. This approach has been suc-

cessfully applied to bulk materials,16 thin films,17,18

nanowires,19–22 nano-composites,23 and polycrystalline

materials24 and allows for the treatment of arbitrary channel

geometries. It is most suitable for describing phonon trans-

port in large scale nanomeshes and nanoporous materials in

which the pores are not necessarily periodically arranged, or

when the external boundaries of the nanomesh contribute

significantly to phonon scattering. At present, such studies

are not available, although these geometries are attractive for

various applications. In this work, therefore, we calculate the

thermal conductivity of nanoporous single crystalline Si

membranes with randomly placed pores by numerically solv-

ing the BTE for phonons using a single-phonon MC method.

This method involves features which are slightly different

compared to the common multi-phonon methods, and we

explain it in detail in the “Approach” section. Our goal is to

elucidate the influence of three parameters on the thermal

conductivity: (i) the porosity, (ii) the roughness amplitude of

the pore and the membrane surfaces, and (iii) the influence

of spatial variations in the pore placement on the thermal

conductivity. The findings we present below deliver insight

into the transport of phonons in materials that include

randomized scatterers along the phonon paths such as nano-

meshes and materials with embedded nano-inclusions.

II. APPROACH

The simulated devices consist of the channel domain

containing the randomly placed pores, and two thermal con-

tacts acting as a heat source and a heat sink with a black

body spectrum. The device we consider is 100 nm thick,

500 nm wide, and 1 lm long. To simulate the device geome-

try, we use a tetrahedral simulation grid generated by thea)E-mail: N.Neophytou@warwick.ac.uk
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Global TCAD Solutions simulation framework.25 The MC

algorithm accounts for longitudinal and transversal acoustic

phonons and nonlinear dispersion relations. Following the

work of Ref. 26, we use the expression xðkÞ ¼ vsk þ ck2 to

fit the bulk dispersion relation of phonons under the isotropic

Brillouin zone approximation, where k is the norm of the

wave vector. The use of bulk phonon dispersion was shown

to be a valid approximation for describing phonon transport

in nanostructures of feature sizes down to several nano-

meters at room temperature.27 The phonon bands could

change significantly at the nanoscale, but this is the case for

channels with ultra-thin feature sizes,28 which in this work

we do not consider. We include the longitudinal acoustic

(LA) and transverse acoustic (TA) phonon branches. The

dispersion coefficients are vs¼ 9.01 � 103 m/s and c¼�2 �
10�7 m2/s for the LA branch, and vs¼ 5.23 � 103 m/s and

c¼�2.26 � 10�7 m2/s for the TA branch.26

The simulation steps are as follows:

The temperature of the thermal contacts is set to the con-

stant values TH (hot) and TC (cold). Initially, the temperature

of the cells in the actual simulation domain is also set to TC.

Phonons are then initialized. A single phonon at a time is

generated at a random position in the thermal contacts

according to their temperature (most at the hot contact) and

injected into the simulation domain. The following quantities

are initialized by following the phonon Monte Carlo schemes

described in Refs. 16, 17, and 22.

Phonon position: The position vector ~r of any point

within a cell is calculated using ~r ¼~rA þ ~bR1 þ~cR2 þ ~dR3,

where~rA is the position vector of one of the grid cell tetrahe-

dron’s vertex A, and ~b, ~c, and ~d are the edge-vectors from A
to all other vertices. R1, R2, and R3 are random numbers such

that
P

i Ri < 1.

Phonon frequency: We separate the frequency spectrum

in Nx¼ 1000 equidistant spectral intervals of width Dx. The

number of phonons in the i-th spectral interval is given by

Ni¼ gLADLA xið ÞþgTADTA xið Þ
� �hn xið ÞiDxi, where hn xið Þi

represents the equilibrium Boltzmann distribution, and D
and g are the density of states and degeneracy of the LA and

TA phonon branches, respectively. The normalized cumula-

tive number density function is given by

Fi ¼

Xi

k¼1

Nk

XNx

k¼1

Nk

: (1)

Then, a random number R between zero and unity is drawn.

If Fi�1 < R � Fi, the phonon belongs to the i-th spectral

interval and the phonon frequency is given by

x ¼ xi þ R� 1ð ÞDx.

Phonon polarization: The probability of a phonon being

in the i-th spectral interval and having LA polarization is

expressed as

PLA
i ¼

NLA
i

NLA
i þ NTA

i

: (2)

If a drawn random number R is less than PLA
i , the phonon

belongs to the LA branch. Otherwise, it belongs to a TA

branch.

Phonon wave vector: The norm of the wave vector k can

be determined directly by inversion of the dispersion rela-

tionship. The direction of the wave vector is given by

k̂ ¼ êxsin#cos wþ êysin#sin wþ êzcos#, where # and w
are random angles.

Group velocity: The group velocity is defined as the

slope of the dispersion being vg ¼ vs þ 2ck and is parallel to

the wave vector.

The initialized phonon then performs a free flight of

duration Dt. At the end of the free flight, the phonon has a

new position, and could scatter (Fig. 1(a)). If a phonon

reaches a device boundary at the top or bottom of the chan-

nel or a pore, we then have a boundary scattering event.

Boundary scattering changes the phonon direction, but not

its frequency. For boundary scattering, we use a constant

specularity parameter p, ranging from 0 to 1, to describe

diffusive (p¼ 0), or specular (p¼ 1) boundary scattering.

For each boundary scattering event, a random number

0<R< 1 is drawn. If R> p, then the phonon direction is

randomly reset. Otherwise, the phonon is mirror-like

reflected. Phonon-phonon scattering is treated using fre-

quency- and temperature-dependent phonon lifetimes for

both polarization branches.29 In the phonon Monte Carlo

method for Si, phonon-phonon scattering is commonly

described as16,17

s�1
LA ¼ BLA

NUx2T3 (3a)

s�1
TA;N ¼ BTA

N xT4 (3b)

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the phonon Monte Carlo simulation scheme.

Phonons are initialized at both (ideal) contacts and travel through the chan-

nel, undergoing Umklapp and boundary scattering. When they reach the

contacts, they are thermalized. (b) Nanoporous device geometry (with ran-

dom pore arrangement of 50 m in diameter). The colormap indicates the cal-

culated temperature gradient (linear drop). Hot contact temperature

TH¼ 310 K and cold contact temperature TC¼ 290 K are assumed. (c)

Phonon trajectories in the nanoporous geometry. Here, the phonons are ini-

tialized at the top contact.
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s�1
TA;U¼

0 for x<x1=2

BTA
U x2=sinh

�hx
kBT

� �
for x � x1=2:

8><
>: (3c)

Here, N represents the normal and U the Umklapp (three-

phonon) processes, x1=2 is the frequency corresponding to

k ¼ kmax=2, BLA
NU ¼ 2� 10�24s=K3, BTA

N ¼ 9:3� 10�13K�4,

and BTA
U ¼ 5:5� 10�18s. After a three-phonon scattering

event, the phonon frequency and direction are reset, whereas

after a normal process the frequency and the magnitudes of

the wavevector and velocity are reset, following the scheme

described in Ref. 16.

After every free flight time step, the energy and temper-

ature of the cells are calculated. To determine the cell tem-

perature, we compute the total phonon energy in each cell,

given by

E ¼ V

W

X
p

X
i

�hxi

exp
�hxi

kBT

� �
� 1

gp
k2

i

2pv2
i

Dxi; (4)

where V is the cell volume, i is the spectral interval index, p
is the polarization index, k is the wave number, and gp the

degeneracy of the dispersion branches. Once the energy of

each cell is known, the temperature is calculated by numeri-

cal inversion of Eq. (4) using the Newton-Raphson method.

In Eq. (4), a scaling factor W is used as commonly employed

in phonon MC methods.16,17,22 W is the number of phonons

corresponding to one simulated phonon. Scaling is needed

because the mean cell energy is many orders of magnitude

larger than a single phonon’s energy. The number of pho-

nons per unit volume is determined by the Bose-Einstein dis-

tribution and the phonon density of states D as

N ¼
X

p

X
i

1

exp
�hxi

kBT

� �
� 1

D xi; pð ÞDxi: (5)

This can be a very large number, in particular in Si at room

temperature there are about �105 phonons even in a small

volume as (10 nm)3.22 Simulation of such large number of

phonons takes too much computation time. To reduce the

number of simulated phonons to N*, a commonly employed

method is to scale the number of phonons by a scaling factor

W as N*¼N/W, which means that each stochastic sample

used during the simulation actually represents an ensemble

(or bundle) of W phonons.30 In our case, for room tempera-

ture, we use W¼ 105, a similar number used in previous

studies as well.16

The simulation begins by initializing one phonon at a

time in the contacts and injecting it into the channel. The

injected phonon drifts in the channel. When the phonon

enters a new cell: (i) the phonon energy is added to the cell’s

energy, (ii) the new cell temperature is calculated by inver-

sion of Eq. (4), and (iii) a scattering event could happen

according to a certain probability, and energy could be dissi-

pated or absorbed. In the next free flight phase, the phonon

leaves the cell and its energy is subtracted from that cell.

Therefore, during consequent time steps Dt, the energy and

temperature of the channel cells change when a phonon drifts

into a particular cell, leaves the cell, or undergoes phonon-

phonon scattering in that cell. Since phonon-phonon scatter-

ing changes the phonon frequency, when updating the pho-

non energy, we add the energy difference between the old

and new phonon to the energy of the simulation domain cell

in which the scattering event has taken place as

Ecell ! Ecell þ �hDx. This ensures energy conservation. After

the scattering event, the simulation is continued by tracking

the drift of the new phonon (with its new properties) from

the position where the scattering event occurred. The drift

steps are repeated until the phonon finally reaches a contact

where it gets absorbed. Then, the simulation continues with

a newly created phonon.

During the drift, the phonon energy as well as the energy

and temperature of the cells in which it scatters, can change

as follows: If a low energy phonon undergoes a three-

phonon scattering event in a hot cell, the phonon will most

probably gain energy, and the temperature of the cell will

decrease. In the opposite situation, if a high energy phonon

scatters in a cold cell, the phonon will most probably be

annihilated and the temperature will rise. As a result, since

the cells away from the heat source are at lower temperature

than the heat source temperature TH, the temperature gradu-

ally increases along the phonon transport direction. This

sequence is repeated until a steady state is reached, in which

case a linear temperature drop from the hot to the cold con-

tacts is established, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Steady state is

reached when the temperature of the cells in the channel

does not change (according to an error criterion) within

10 000 single phonon initializations/injections. We typically

need 8 � 107 phonons to reach at this state.

After steady state is reached, we calculate the heat flux

by sequentially injecting a prescribed number of phonons

(N) first from the source, (“H” in Fig. 1(a)), into the device.

The typical number of phonons used is N� 4 � 106. Again,

this is done a single phonon at a time. We calculate the sum

EH
in of the phonons incident energies. The energy of all

back-scattered phonons (leaving the device back from the

source contact) is summed up to EH
out. Additionally, we cal-

culate the average time it takes for a phonon to travel the dis-

tance through the device (average time-of-flight, hTOFi).
Then we repeat the procedure by initializing the same num-

ber of phonons N from the heat sink (cold side, “C” in Fig.

1(a)) and calculate EC
in and EC

out. The total phonon flux is then

given by

U ¼ Ntot

EH
in � EH

out

� �
� ðEC

in � EC
outÞ

NhTOFi ; (6)

where Ntot is the total number of phonons inside the device,

as dictated by the Bose-Einstein distribution and the local

temperature. The idea here is that each phonon in the domain

of the channel contributes to a certain net energy flow per

unit time (a net energy rate per phonon) through the volume

of the channel. This is computed by the MC injection

scheme. The total flux is found by multiplying this average

rate with the actual total number of phonons in the volume.
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Finally, the thermal conductivity is calculated using the heat

flux through the medium for a given temperature difference

DT by applying Fourier’s law as j¼�U/DT.

Note that the single-phonon approach we follow differs

from the multi-phonon approaches described in the literature.

In the multi-phonon approaches, a certain number of pho-

nons are initialized at once according to the Bose-Einstein

distribution and injected in the channel. The trajectories of

all phonons are traced simultaneously at every time step Dt
and the energy and temperature of all cells are also updated

every Dt. The net flux upon convergence is computed at any

interface perpendicular to the transport direction simply by

calculating the net rate at which phonons cross that interface.

In our single phonon approach, however, since we do not

have access to all phonons travelling in the channel at all

times, the flux is calculated by determining the average flux

due to one phonon crossing the entire domain, and then mul-

tiplying by the total number of phonons, as described above.

The main difference, however, comes from the fact that we

keep track of the trajectory of one phonon at a time, from ini-

tialization to thermalization. The path of each phonon, there-

fore, is independent of the other phonons, but every

subsequent phonon feels the full effect of the previous pho-

nons on the cells of the simulated channel. While initially

(before steady state) this approach does not correspond to

the real physical situation in which multiple phonons travel

simultaneously across the channel, after a large number of

single phonon trajectories are calculated the simulation

indeed reaches a steady state and the a linear temperature

gradient is finally build across the channel (Fig. 1(b)). In our

single-particle approach, thus, the statistics are accumulated

by repetition of the simulation sequence with a single parti-

cle. The simulator was also validated by providing very good

agreement with the thermal conductivity of bulk Si over a

variety of temperatures. The main advantage of the single-

particle scheme is that it requires much less memory as it

keeps track of only one phonon at a time, which is beneficial

in complex structures as the ones we consider, where the

number of cells Ncells can reach very large numbers.

Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show an example of a simulated

device geometry. Figure 1(b) shows the temperature gradi-

ent, which is almost linear from the hot to the cold end of the

channel (in this particular case, TH¼ 310 K and TC¼ 290 K),

which indicates that the single phonon injection scheme

works properly. Figure 1(c) shows a few of the phonon tra-

jectories propagating through the channel.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data in Fig. 2 summarize the simulation results for

the thermal conductivity in the nanomeshes examined. We

examine the influence of the porosity U, and of the boundary

roughness amplitude characterized by the specularity param-

eter p. The thermal conductivity is plotted as a function of

porosity U (x-axis), and results for structures with different

boundary specularity parameters are shown (from p¼ 1 for

fully specular boundaries to p¼ 0.1 for almost fully diffusive

boundaries). Each data point is computed by taking the aver-

age of 100 channels with different randomized pore

arrangements. The standard deviation of their distribution is

denoted by the error bars. The pore diameter is fixed at

50 nm.

Three main conclusions can be deduced from this figure:

(i) As expected, the thermal conductivity decreases with

increasing porosity. Increasing the porosity from 0% to 35%,

results in a three-fold reduction in thermal conductivity. (ii)

Under the same porosity conditions, increasing the rough-

ness strength by an order of magnitude (from p¼ 1 down to

p¼ 0.1), reduces the thermal conductivity by only �40%

(see the difference between the upper and lower curves in

Fig. 2). Under the same roughness conditions, however, it

takes only 10%–20% increase in the porosity to reduce the

thermal conductivity by the same amount (�40%). (iii)

Roughness with p¼ 0.5 results in a significant reduction in

thermal conductivity. The influence on the thermal conduc-

tivity of additional increases in the roughness strength is,

however, weak.

Experimental measurements for the thermal conductiv-

ity of nanomeshes are also indicated in Fig. 2. The data are

taken from Refs. 2–4. Direct comparison between measure-

ments and our simulations is not possible because although

we compare at similar porosities, the pore diameters and

pitch are very different. A good agreement is observed

between our calculations and measurements for sintered po-

rous Si from Ref. 4, and some of the results of Ref. 2.

Several measured points, however, are lower than our calcu-

lations. This is an indication that other thermal conductivity

degrading mechanisms can exist in the fabricated nano-

meshes, i.e., phonon scattering through defects, dopants, or

impurities. Another important mechanism is the possible ex-

istence of phonon coherent effects, in which case the phonon

spectrum is altered. The materials of Refs. 2 and 3 are or-

dered, periodic nanomeshes that form phononic lattices, in

which case coherent events could even produce bandgaps in

the phonon spectrum that significantly reduce the thermal

conductivity. Our semiclassical results for randomized pore

meshes, therefore, indirectly indicate the existence of

FIG. 2. The thermal conductivity versus material porosity. Calculations:

Cases for pore surface roughness specularity parameter p¼ 1 (specular),

p¼ 0.5, p¼ 0.25, and p¼ 0.1 (90% diffusive) are shown. Each data point

represents the average of 100 structure samples, whereas the error bar

denotes the standard deviation of the thermal conductivity of the samples.

Experimental data for similar porosities from Refs. 2–4 are indicated (pitch

and pore diameters can differ—i.e., the structures[2]a–c, [3]).
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coherent phonon effects in the ordered nanomeshes and

quantify the amount of additional thermal reduction that can

be achieved.

Figure 3 highlights the influence of boundary roughness
scattering of phonons on the pore surfaces. Figure 3(a)

shows the distributions of the thermal conductivities of simu-

lated devices of porosity U¼ 15%, while the roughness am-

plitude of the pore surfaces changes from completely

specular (blue lines, p¼ 1) to 90% diffusive (orange lines,

p¼ 0.1). As the roughness strength increases, the thermal

conductivity decreases (i.e., it shifts from jl� 50 W/mK

down to jl� 32 W/mK). It takes, however, only moderate

roughness amplitude to achieve most of the reduction of the

thermal conductivity. As p decreases from p¼ 1 down to

p¼ 0.5 (green line), a stronger reduction is observed. When

further doubling the roughness strength by changing p from

p¼ 0.5 to p¼ 0.25 (red line) and even down to p¼ 0.1

(orange line), the thermal conductivity drops only margin-

ally. Figure 3(b) shows the same results as Fig. 3(a), but this

time the devices considered are of larger porosity U¼ 50%.

In this case, the larger porosity further enhances the effects

we described above for Fig. 3(a). An initial drop in the ther-

mal conductivity when p is reduced from p¼ 1 (blue line) to

p¼ 0.5 (green line) is observed. A very small change is

observed, however, as p is reduced even further down to

p¼ 0.25 (red line). A reduction from p¼ 0.25 to p¼ 0.1

(orange line) leaves the thermal conductivity almost unaf-

fected. It is also evident that the distributions become nar-

rower as the roughness increases, although the normalized

spread in the distribution to the actual thermal conductivity

is constant (see inset of Fig. 3(b)). The normalized standard

deviations of the distributions are larger for larger porosity

since the existence of more pores creates more randomness.

An important message conveyed here is that very strong

roughness in nanoporous materials does not necessarily have

a much larger influence on the thermal conductivity com-

pared to moderate roughness. At large porosities, especially,

due to the larger relative spread in the thermal conductivity

distributions, it seems that the strength of boundary scatter-

ing is irrelevant. At large porosities, the phonon flow is

almost completely randomized by the large number of pores

and boundaries, and any further randomization by the mor-

phology of the boundary roughness (for very low p) is redun-

dant. This indicates again the relative importance of the

porosity over roughness. For thermoelectrics, this can be a

positive effect, since strong roughness reduces the electronic

conductivity and should be avoided. The nature of the

boundary roughness and its influence in randomizing phonon

trajectories seems to be somewhat more influential at smaller

porosities (<30%).

In Fig. 4, we now illustrate the influence of porosity U in

more detail. Figure 4(a) shows the distributions of the ther-

mal conductivities of the simulated devices with perfect

boundaries (p¼ 1), while the porosity changes from

U¼ 15% (blue line) to 50% (orange line). As the porosity

increases, the thermal conductivity decreases from

jl� 50 W/mK down to jl� 15 W/mK. The observation is

the same in the case of channels with rough pores (p¼ 0.1),

as shown in Fig. 4(b). Of course, the thermal conductivity in

this diffusive boundary case is lower compared to the specu-

lar boundary devices of Fig. 4(a). Interestingly, the increase

in porosity degrades the thermal conductivity almost line-

arly. As the porosity increases, a noticeable thermal conduc-

tivity reduction is also observed at every step independently

of the pore roughness. The consistent and linear reduction in

the thermal conductivity is in contrast to the influence of

FIG. 3. The thermal conductivity distributions in the nanomeshes for differ-

ent boundary roughness conditions. (a) Results for porosity U¼ 15%. (b)

Results for porosity U¼ 50%. Results for phonon-boundary scattering spec-

ularity parameter p¼ 1 (blue), p¼ 0.5 (green), p¼ 0.25 (red), and p¼ 0.1

(orange) are shown. 100 devices are simulated for each curve. The device

count is indicated in the right y-axis. The arrow indicates the direction of

increasing roughness. Inset: The relative standard deviation of the distribu-

tions versus specularity p for porosities U¼ 50% and U¼ 15%.

FIG. 4. The thermal conductivity distributions in nanomeshes of different

porosity. (a) Results for specular pore boundaries with p¼ 1. (b) Results for

near-diffusive pore boundaries with p¼ 0.1. Results for porosity U¼ 15%

(blue), U¼ 25% (green), U¼ 35% (red), and U¼ 50% (orange) are shown.

100 devices are simulated for each curve. The device count is indicated in

the right y-axis. The arrow indicates the direction of increasing porosity.
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boundary roughness described in Fig. 3, in which case the

thermal conductivity depends on the roughness magnitude

very weakly for p< 0.5. The reason that the thermal conduc-

tivity decreases noticeably when the porosity increases, is

that the porosity decreases the pathways for phonon trans-

port, which increases the thermal resistance of the material.

We note that the pore diameters we consider in this work

are in all cases 50 nm. The average distance between the pores

(from the circumference of one pore to the circumference of

the nearest pore) is determined by the porosity of the material,

and extends roughly from �60 nm for geometries of large

porosities (U¼ 50%) to �115 nm for geometries of small

porosities (U¼ 15%). If the separation of the pores is smaller

than the phonon-phonon scattering mean-free-path (MFP),

boundary scattering dominates the thermal conductivity. In

the opposite limit, if the separation is much larger than the

phonon-phonon scattering MFP, the internal three-phonon

scattering dominates and the classical limit is recovered.11

This interplay between internal and interface scattering is also

observed and well described by Melis et al. for nanocompo-

sites31 and Aksamija et al. for superlattice structures.32 It is,

therefore, useful to examine at which regime the nanomesh

geometries we consider operate. As shown by Jeong et al., in

bulk Si more than 50% of the heat is carried by phonons with

MFPs longer than 1 lm, with the average phonon MFP at

room temperature being �132 nm.33 In thin films, 50% of the

heat is also carried by phonons with MFPs larger than the film

thickness,33 whereas long MFP phonons dominate transport in

Si nanowires as well.34 For the nanomesh geometries we

examine, for large porosities the distances between the pores

are smaller than the dominant phonon MFPs, and our simula-

tions are actually at the limit where three-phonon internal

scattering is weak compared to boundary scattering. In this

case, by reducing the porosity the thermal conductivity

increases almost linearly, as observed in Figs. 2 and 4. Once

the porosity reaches very small values, which means that the

distances between the pores are large, even larger than the

phonon-phonon scattering MFPs, the thermal conductivity

should saturate to the classical limit. From Fig. 2, however,

the thermal conductivity does not saturate even at 15% poros-

ities, the smallest ones we consider. In the case of specular

boundaries (p¼ 1), the thermal conductivity even increases

more than linearly with porosity decrease. It is, therefore, evi-

dent that in all of our simulations the structures are dominated

by boundary scattering rather than internal phonon-phonon

scattering. Internal scattering could start to influence the ther-

mal conductivity once the porosity of the material is reduced

well below 10%, in which case the pore distance will extend

beyond 100–200 nm, and will be larger than the average pho-

non MFP. Then, the influence of roughness and even the pres-

ence of pores will be less significant. This work, therefore,

specifically describes how the presence and density of pore

boundaries affects heat flow, and how the roughness of those

boundaries adds to that. Although three-phonon scattering is

included in the calculation, it is a weaker mechanism than

boundary scattering and does not influence our conclusions.

An additional factor that affects the sensitivity of the

thermal conductivity is the placement of the pores in the

structures from segment to segment along the heat flow

direction, and the number of pores in each segment. Figures

5(a) and 5(b) illustrate two example structures with two dif-

ferent situations of pore arrangement within segments along

the transport direction. In either case, the porosity is the

same (25 pores per channel). In Fig. 5(a), the pores are uni-

formly distributed along the segments of the material. In Fig.

5(b), however, the pore density significantly varies from seg-

ment to segment. In the second and fourth segments of the

material, the pore density is high, whereas in the rest of the

segments the density is low. Although this illustration

depicts two extreme cases, such variations in pore arrange-

ment (of course smaller) exist, and will affect the thermal

conductivity. To quantify this effect in our structures, we

separate the channel of the simulated materials in segments

of length 100 nm along the transport direction. We then mea-

sure the number of pores within each segment, and compute

the standard deviation of this distribution rh. For example,

the geometry of Fig. 5(b) will have larger rh than the geome-

try of Fig. 5(a). Figure 5(c) shows the thermal conductivity

of 100 simulated channels of 50% porosity versus rh. For

each of the 100 devices with different pore arrangements, we

compute the thermal conductivity assuming boundary specu-

larity parameters, p¼ 1 (blue triangles), p¼ 0.5 (green

squares), p¼ 0.25 (red triangles), p¼ 0.1 (orange circles).

FIG. 5. The influence of the non-uniform pore placement along the transport

direction on the thermal conductivity. (a–b) Schematics showing cases in

which the pores are placed uniformly in all segments of the channel along

the transport direction (a), and non-uniformly (b). (c) The thermal conduc-

tivity versus the variation of pores rh in the segments along the heat trans-

port direction. Channels with porosity U¼ 50% are considered. Results for

channels with boundary scattering specularity parameters p¼ 1 (blue),

p¼ 0.5 (green), p¼ 0.25 (red), p¼ 0.1 (orange) are shown. 100 different

geometries are simulated for each p. The symbols indicate the exact results.

The lines present a linear least squares fit to the data points for each rough-

ness case p.
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Figure 5(c), thus, depicts results for 400 simulated devices.

The lines indicate a linear fit for the thermal conductivities.

Two main observations can be extracted: (i) The thermal

conductivity is a sensitive function of the exact pore arrange-

ment, which is indicated by the spread in the data points.

Indeed, the correlation coefficient of the linear least squares

fit (lines in Fig. 5 for each p) is rather small, ranging from

r¼ 0.224 for p¼ 0.1, to r¼ 0.269 for p¼ 1. (ii) The thermal

conductivity on average decreases as the standard deviation

of the pores per slice increases. This indicates an increase in

the local thermal resistance along the transport direction,

which originates from the segments which contain more

pores. And as the pore deviation per segment increases, it

means that there exist more segments with higher concentra-

tion of pores compared to the average pore concentration per

segment. Of course segments with low pore concentration

also exist in the same channel (since we compare at the same

porosity). The increase in thermal resistance due to the pore

dense segments seems to influence phonon transport more,

and the thermal conductivity is overall reduced. The larger

relative thermal conductivity reduction is observed for spec-

ular boundaries where p¼ 1, and it is of the order of �40%.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, in this work, we have investigated the ther-

mal conductivity in silicon nanomeshes using Monte Carlo

simulations for phonons. A single-phonon approach is used

and presented in detail, in which phonons are simulated one

at a time. We show that the nanomesh porosity has a strong

detrimental influence on the thermal conductivity. Boundary

roughness still degrades the thermal conductivity, but its

influence is smaller, especially in materials with porosity

U> 35%. Interestingly, very strong pore roughness does not

necessarily have a stronger influence on the thermal conduc-

tivity compared to moderate pore roughness. We show that

the relative spread in the distribution of the thermal conduc-

tivity of the 400 structures which were simulated for each

porosity increases with increasing porosity, but it is rather

unaffected by the roughness. Finally, we demonstrate that

the specific arrangement of pores from segment to segment

along the transport direction also affects thermal transport.

As the variation in the number of pores from segment to seg-

ment increases, the thermal conductivity degrades

noticeably.
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